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INTRODUCTION
Multiplier phototubes purchased by UCRL (Berkeley) are 9 at present 0 given
a routine check for noise and sensitivity by use of a scintillator crystal and a
source of radiation as a generator of standard light pulses. The amplitude and
number of the noise pulses generated within the tube are compared with the
amplitude and number of pulses from the standard scintillator. Of a recent
group of about forty 6810 multiplier phototubeo purchased by UCRLP approximately
ZSo/o failed to pass this routine check. An inveotigation was made to determinep
if possible~ (a) the baslc causes of failure in the rejected tubes 9 and (b) improved
methods of phototube testing., This note presents the methods and reowts of
performing some of the tests. The work described was done by the Counting
Research Group9 s,upervised by Quentin Kerns.

TESTING TECHNIQUES
A.

Interelectrode Impedance Checker

Ieasmuch aa the routine tests indicated thAt many of the rejected tubes
suffered from erratic or intermittent operation 9 a device was constructed to
aid in finding the specific electrodeo contributing to the intermittent condi"'
tion. This device~ referred to as an 11 interelectrode impedance checker!) u·ts
similar in natu.re to the interelectrode short tester on a commercial tu.be
testero bu.t is capable of indicating much more about the nature of the tube
defecto encountered~ As shown on the block diagram of the instrument in
Fig. 1 9 a 60 ... cycle alternating volt&gep VAe is applied between one of the
electrodes (connected to terminal A) and all other electrodes (terminal B) ..
As a result of the appUed voltage 9 a cu.rrent lA flows through the impedance
existing between the electrode connected to terminal A and all other electrodes.
The voltage IARl to amplified and impressed on the vertical deflection pla~esp
causing a deflection of the catbode~ray tube beam proportional to IA. The
·
horizontal deflection is proportional to VA" The CRT beam 0 therefore 0
traces out the volt-ampere (v=i) cbaracterutic of the electrode under test
to all other electrodoo sixty times a second. (For convenience 9 1'aU other
electrodes 18 is abbreviated as X in this note. Thus 0 the v-i characteristic
existing between dynode 1 and all other electrodes is called the dynode
1-X characteristic.) The patterns observed aa terminal A of Fig. 1 is
connected to the various electrodes in turn can be interpreted in terms
of impedauceslj as is indicated in the sketches of Fig. ~P where some
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of equipment used to measure dynamic
interelectrode impedances of multiplier phototubes.
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Fig. 2. Volt-ampere characteristics of certain electrical elements.
These are included to aid in interpreting Photographs 1 through 8.
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sample patterno and their iaterpretatious are given. Note that it is possible
latter are typical
of oemlconductor a,

to dtffereutlate betweeu liuear and llODliuear rea!otacceo; the

A opecial tube socket was built to facilitate mnking the impedance
obsorvationo n.t each of the ZO baoe pins. The tube u.nder test io free to rotate
Vlithlu the oocket9 which has a rillg of spring fingers to make coanec:tions to
the bnoe pines. The contact fiagers are nrranged so that aU but one of the
ba•e pmo are coaeected to termiaal B!> the remaiDiag pin to terminal A.
Ao the tube io rotated ia the ooc:ketp each base pin ·a turn ie co'ftllected to
tel'miaal Ao

The oensitivity of the instrument is such that it is easy to (a.) detect au
open lead in the tube uDder test (fl'om capacity indication){) (b) detect a 01 short"
baviag.fl"om 0 to 100 megohmo resistonce!.' (c) dotermine if the e'ahort 01 resistance
b Unear or nonUnear within the range of applied voltage,7 (d) estimate the
relative cathode sensitivity (from reoponse to room light). Atl shown i~ photo ...
No. lo the values of capadtieo on the rnnge of s...so f&ld 9 and resistances in
tho rc.nge 100 meg to lOOK can be eotimated from the patteruo on the cathode..,
ray tube. If the reaiotam:ee of Fig. lb are cbnnsede lower reolotanceo can be
measured. After some experieaceo it is poooible for an operator .to check aU
. the electrodes of a 6810 or other phototube for AU the above=listed defects
a matter of 10 to ZO seconds. The contact fingers are stiff enough so that the
tube mo.y be tapped ·to look for vibration-sensitive defecto without getting false
indtcatious.

rn

Photographs of some of the patterno observed OD the catbodeoray t~abe are
shown. Couditions under which the pic:turea were made are given below.
Photograph 1. Cnlibratioa of scope for conditions usod in tokiDg Photographo
Z·through 7.
.
Top: The characterlotic:a of three 0.5-watt reoiators~ A lOOomegobm
resistor save the aearly horizontnl trnc:e; the othero in counterclockwise
Ol"der are ZO megohms and 10 megohms.. The oUght opening of the traces
lo owing to ohuat capncity9 moot of which is contributed by the reoiatoro
themselvess (cf. Fig" Zc)
Lower: Three values of capacity==OI) 109 30 IJ.p.f: the 30·1J.td trace is the
largeot ellipse.·
Photograph Z. AU three traces are of the cnthode=X characteristic of a good
tube. The amouDt of light admitted to the c:at~.ode decreasee in order from
full room light for the top trace to sero light for the bottotn traceo
Photos.ra~ 3. The some (good) tube ao ia PhotogrAph .~; the v~l characteristics
'between a other electl"odes Aftd dytaodes Noll. 4v 3o Zo 1 fl"om top to bottom~
'!'fth the tube exposed to room light. Note that oome of the cathode current
fiows to dpode No" 19 lese to dynode No. Z9 etc.
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Photographs 1 through 8 show intere1ectrode volt-ampere
characteristics of some 6810 multiplier phototubes. Details are
given in Section IIA.

Photographs 4 and 5. The ca.thode ... x

v~i

characteristic of rejected tube

1~6 .. ~1.

Topo No. 4: Room light admitted to cathode.
Middle 0 No. 4: No light admitted to cathode.
Bottom" No. 4~ No light admitted to cathodev but the tube having been shaken
since the middle picture was mad.e.
Top No. 5: Light on catb.ode 0 tube shaken again.
Bottom No. 5: Same ao Top

No.

So light blocked from cathode.

Theoe pictUl"es indicate the presence of a variable-resistance~ vibrationsensitive semiconducting "ohort" between the cathode arid some other electrodev
in this case the focus electrode (ohield between cathode and dynode structure).
The i 0short 09 was foUDd on the inner surface of the glaso envelope between the
extension on the internal aluminized shieldp which is also used as the cathode
lead9 and one of the four focus electrode supports. The gap between the oupport
and the aluminizing io abnormally small at this point--approximately 0.1 inch.
There were evidences of a deposit of some material within this gap. With the
tube i.n a dark room and with 300 to SOO volts applied between cathode .and foe us
electrode" small. bluioh sparks could be aeen in this gap when the tube was
tapped.·
·
Photograph 6., The dynode leX characteristic of tube l-6~ZL The upward.
tfit orthe right-hand part of the trace indicates that conduction between dynode
No. 1 and some other electrode takes place at the peak value (approx. 100
volts) of the applied voltage. In thio tube 9 the clearance between the dyuode
No. 1 and dynode No .. 3 smpport rods wae rather sma.U at the ceramic oide
insulators. In the darkroom 0 an applicction of de voltage between dynodes
Nos. 1 and 3 resulted in a bluioh glow11 'risible to the dark ..a.dapted eyel) until
the applied voltage was reduced below ZOO volta. This glow was intense .
enough so that a clear photograph of ·it wao obtained with an exposure at f 1. 9
of 10 minuteop 1.1omg a film with an ASA speed of 400o
Photosraph 7.
Top: The dynode l..,X eharacterioti.c of tu.be Z=6~875 9 indicating a short of
approximately 100 ohms between dynodes No. 1 and No. 3. In this tube aloo 11
the separation between the dynode No. 1 and No. 3 support rods was small.
Application of voltage between these electrodes resulted at first ia a yellowish
glow between the support rods mot the ceramic side insulator. ·This glow later
disappeared" but a bluish discharge appeared at this point when the tub~ was
tapped.
Middle and Bottom 0 No. 7: The dynode 13 .. x characteristic of tube 10=5=Z9o
showing a. ta.p=sensitive short between dynode No. !3 and ~he anode. When the
tube wao tapped 0 the short was found to change from a linear risieJtance to a
nonlinear re131stance 0 as the pictures show.,
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Photograph 8. The dynode loX characteristic: of tube Z~6-840p with different
scile factors= than for Photographs 1 through 7 o These three traces show an
average. slope co:tf'responding to about lOQ 000 ohms. In this tube a small
fragment of matter was seen lodged between the dynode No. 1 and No~ 3 support
rods. The three tracee show the different volt-ampere characteristics assumed
as the fragment was moved by tapping the tube. The t:u.be was held stationary
while each trace was photographed9 but the middle trace sho\":t> that the v-i
characteristic varied spontaneously.
B"

Dark :Current Swept-Voltage Test

If allowed to reach the cathodeE> the light ~nd ions .produced by voltage breakdowns across the close spacings and semiconducting deposits observed in some
of the rejected tubes could result in an increase in the dark current of the tube,
To investigate this effecte an instrument was built to measure the dark current
as the p:J.ototube supply voltage was varied slowly from zero to rated voltage,
It was expected that at the supply voltage at which the <J~:ow first appeared there
would be a sharp increase in dark current.. This expectation was borne out_" a.s
is described below.
A block diagram of the equipment used in this test is shown in Fig. 3, An
oscilloscope is used to obtain a plot of dark current vs voltage" A fraction of
the supply voltag~ is impressed on the horizontal input of the scope~ and a
voltage proportional to the logarithm of the phototube anode current is impressed on the vertical input. This latter voltage is generated by passing the
anode current through the nonlinear plate resistance of a theflnionic diode" A
cathode follower with grid current known to be less than 10"' .) ampere is used
to measure the voltage developed across the diode, The signal generator is
u.sed to generate a triangular wave 9 the period of which can be made as long
as 10 seconds. The output of the regulated power supply is an amplified
version of the triangular wave~ with a peak amplitude of 2300 volts,
A series of representative patterns of dark current observed with this
equipment is shown in Photographs 9 through 1 ~~ as described below. The
voltage cnlibration on all the pictures is ::!50 volts per horizontal centimeter.
{the three vertical line.s are at 0,. 5r and 10 cmh with zero volts on the left,
l500 volts at the rightb 1250 volts in the center. The calibration of the
vertieal current scale is shown in Photograph 9. Each photograph was exposed
for 30 seconds_, this time correspondin.g to one cycle of the triangular wave
form of the anode supply voltage,
Photograph 9, Current calibration traces are shown, Top to bottom.ll they
record currents of low9,, 10-8~ lo-7r lo-6, lo-5" to~4 and.5 x 10--' amp,
Note that the scale is nearly logarithmic from 10 ·9 to 10 .. 4 amp,

,.

Photograph 10~ Tube. 1~6·~643, The dark-current characterist.lc typical of a
good tube. Note that the curve is smooth and that the portions for the increasing
and decreasing parts of the triangular anode supply voAtage waveform are
coincident.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of equipment used in the swept-voltage
dark current test. (Photographs 9 through 15.)
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15
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Photo g raphs 9 through 15 sho w the relation between anode
dark current and anode -cathode voltage of several 6810 multiplier
phototubes.
Volta g e is plotted with a linear scale on the horizontal
axis, z er o volts on the left, 2500 volts on the right side of the graticule.
The current calibration is shown in Photo g raph 9, where from top to
bottom the traces shown correspond to .5 x lo-3, l x lo-4, Io-5,
· lo-6, lo-7, Io-8 and lo-9 amperes .
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Photograph 11 9 Tube Z-6-Z33o
Top: As the supply voltage is rai.sedt. the dark current suddenly in.creaoes
at 1800 volts by an order of ma.gnitudeo For decreasing oupply voltages 11 the
dark current suddenly decreases at 1500 voltso The hysteresis is typical of
many discharge phenomena.
·
Bottom: The dark-current characteristic is slightly different each time
the aaode supply voltage is cycled. This one shows the characteristic oboe1"'9ed several cycles nfter the top picture wao taken.
For comparison purposes 11 dark currents mensured with an RCA WV -84A
Microammeter for Tube Z-6-Z33 as the supply voltage was increased manually
are tabulated:
Anode ... cathode
supply voltage

Dark current
(amperes)

600
800
1000
!ZOO
1400
1600
1800

.s x to-to
7 x to·lO
9 x to-to
1.3 x to-9
8 x 1o-8
z~s x to-7

zooo
zzoo

Z400
Z600

0

loS x 10·6
5 X 10"':6
Z.Z X 10"'5
t .. 4 x to·4
8 x to-4

Photograph 12 9 Tube Z-6-Z33e Supply voltage cycled between limits of 0 and
volts.

15oo

Top: Dark-current jump occurred at the highest supply voltage.
Bottom: Dark current jumped after supply voltage had reached its peak and
had started to docrease.
·
Photogra~h 13 8 Tube 1-6-687. Two very noisy traces. When the dark current
ls In itslgher state, the bastantaneous amplitude fluctuates rapidly.

Photograph 1411 Tube 1-6-648.
Top: Dark-current jumps occur~ when supply voltage reached 2300 volts 0
ros~ to more than 0.5 mU~ampere.
·
Bottom: After the tube was tapped 11 the dark-current characteristic changed
slightly.
Photograph 15 0 Tube Z-6-840.
Bottom: This is the dark current observed for the first cycle of the triangular
wave form of supply voltage when first turned on.
Top: After several cycleso the dark-current jumps occurred at about ZlOO volts.

-lZC.

Further Darkroom Observations
As mentioned in See. U A 9 it has been observed that light is produced in
parts of certain tubeso The light can come from at least two sources--voltage
broakdownp and ioidzation of reoidual gas by space current.
When normlll voltages are applied to a tube, light can be produced becauoe
of metallic or semiconducting shorts or by voltage breakdown
at points of high voltage gradient. Intermittent shorts have been oboerved to
be due to small particles captive within the tubeo Theae particles may move
about within the tllbe and become lodged in such a spot as to cauoe an electrical
short. They caa often be dislodged by vibrating the tl1be 9 or .may be buraed out
by paosing a heavy enough current through themo They are the cause of maay
intermittent tube failures. Voltage breakdowns within :the tube can occur
when sharp· points on electrodes or their supports or excessively small spacinga be~.Neen electrodes D.re built into the tube. A larsc percentage of such
breakdowns observed have been between dynodes No. 1 and No. 3~~ a very
poor place to have extraneous light produced because of the proximity to the
photocathode. Glows have also been observed on sharp points on ends of some
of the latter-dynode support rods. A high gradient is set up at some of these
points by the voltage between the rod and near-by leads going to the cathode
and early dynodes.

df.tu~escence

Light is also produced when the residual gas in the tube is ionized by
space current. This glow occurs predominantly in the higher-current section
of the tube--i.e. 8 dynodes Nos. lZ-14. It is bright enough11 with average
anode currents of 041 ma and anode-cathode voltages of Z300Vp that the
dark-adapted eye can see .it leaking between the dynode structure and the
ceramic aide supports~· Photographs were made of this glow in an early
model of the C7187 which has transparent mica oide supporta. The photographs indicated that ~e glow was distributed within the space coutained by
the latter dynodes in accordance with the denoity .of electron ~owo
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SUMMARY
These were the defects found in the nine 6810 multiplier tllbes rejected
by UCRL and retllrned to RCA at Lancaster, Pennsylvania:
1-6-Zl., .Intermittent high-resistance (megohmo) shorts between cathode
and foclls electrode 9 and between dynodes NosQ 1 and 3. (Photographs 4$) 5"
and 6) In darkroomf) glow viaible between dynodeo No. 1 and No. 3 support
rods at ceramic insulator (photos of this were taken) with dynode No. 1 to
No. 3 voltages down to ZOOV. Tube has small spacing between cathod~
potential aluminum coating and focus -electrode support.

1-6-648. Intermittent operation observed. Small points of bluish light
oeen on ends of latter-dynode support rods. Observed to jump into condition
of large dark current with Z kv anode-cathode potential. (Photograph 14)
1-6-687. Dark cllrrent erratic. (Photograph 13)
Z-6-Z33. Intermittent short of approximately 75K ohms between dynodes
Nos. 1 and 3. As the voltage is raised 0 the dark current increases suddenly at
1000 to 1500 volts 9 decreaseo suddenly when the voltage is decreased to a
lower value. Dark current is to·4 to to-3 amp at Z300v. (Photographs 11
and lZ)
•
i-6-790. A short of about 10,000 ohms between dynodes Nos. 1 and 3. A
snort between anode and dynode No. 14~ with resistance that varied from
15~>000 down to 1 ohm when tapped. Very erratic and large dark cur~ent
observed.

i-6-840. Short of a 5K ohms between dynodes Nos. 1 and 3. (Photograph
8) A small fragment was seen lodged between these two dynodes. The
fragment later fell out when tube was tapped., Erratic dark current. (Photo ...
graph 15)
Z-6-875. Intermittent short of approx. 100 ohms between dynodes Nos.
1 and 3. (Photograph 7) Upon first application of voltage of approximately
300 volta between these electrodes" a yellowiah glow was seen between
dynodes Nos. 1 and 3 at the ceramic side insulator.
12-5-39Z. Intermittent short between dynodes No. 1 and No. 3. In gain
tests using pulsed light eource 9 gain varies when tube ie tapped.
lZ-5-657.

Erratic operation observed.
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CONCLUSIONS
.The following causes of tube failure were found in tha nine 6fH0 9 s examined.

1. Intermittent interelectrode "shorts" due to particles captive within
the tube.
Z. Intermittent shorts due to voltage breakdown at points of high
electrical stress;.
·
3 •. Errstic dark currents 0 of up to oaturation amplitu.des 0 catlsedn in
part9 by light and ions generated within the tube by voltase breakdowns and
by space current.
Too small a apacins betweeup and oha.rp points on~ the support redo of
dynodes No. 1 and No. 3 were the ca.11se of many of the above defects. Point
3 above emphasizes the need for a good vacuum in the tube and an efficient
light shield between the photocathode and multiplier structur.e.

*

The two teoting methode described 0 namely the interelectrode impedance
test and the owep~~voltage dark-current teotp are believed to be valuable for
quickly checking multiplier phototu.bes for the apparently common defects
described in the report. Some of the sborto detected by the impedance teat
have nonlinear characteriotics that tend to defy detP.ction at the low volta.gec
employcc:d in conventional ohmmeters.
This work wao done under the auopices of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.

*

Some other mulf:iplier phototube testing methods developed at UCRL are
covered in: ·

Q. Kernse F. Kirsten!) Refiults of Preliminary Tests oa Two RCA LE59
Photomultiplier Tubeo. (After-pulsing measurements.)

F. Kirstenp Resulto of Transit-Time Measurements on Three C7187A
Photomultiplier Tubeo. (Tranait time meao11rements.)

0. Kerns. (A description of the mercury capsule light pulser~ which
gives light pubes having rise timec of leao than lo-9 second a.t a rate of up
to 5 kc9 io in preparation.)

